
Fitting Guide
RUGGEDLINE FLAT INSTALLATION
This guide will assist you to determine the correct platform or crossbar sizing when installing 
RuggedLine® Flat 1200 mm (9812172) on a canopy, trade body, ute tub, hard lid or roller cover 
using pre-fitted tracks and, if required, what track size to order.

Before installing RuggedLine® Flat to an existing 
track, check the following: 

1. Is the track size and position suitable? 

The track must not be on an angle and needs to be 
on a relatively flat surface. The track channel must 
also be the be correct size to fit and hold the track 
nut. If the track nut does not fit or the channel is 
too wide, RuggedLine® should not be fitted.

2. What size bars or platform will you need? 

Find your track width in the table below, followed by 
recommended bar and platform sizes.

 

Track Width Recommended Platform Recommended Crossbar

1000 - 1200 mm Platform A 1240 W (9820337) TrimHD 1250 mm (8000516)

1200 - 1340 mm Platform B 1380 W (9820338) TrimHD 1375 mm (8000517)

1340 - 1445 mm Platform S 1485 W (9820378) TrimHD 1500 mm (8000518)

1445 - 1530 mm Platform G 1570 W (9820343) TrimHD 1650 mm (8000519)

1530 - 1610 mm Platform I 1650 W (9820345) TrimHD 1650mm (8000519)

Track Width

MEASURING TRACK WIDTH 
Measure from the opening slot  

of one track to the next – if tracks  
are not parallel, measure at widest part
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A. Installing tracks on your vehicle

If you already have pre-fitted tracks, skip to “B. Installing to pre-fitted tracks”. If not, we’ve got 
you covered! The following Yakima tracks are compatible with RuggedLine Flat 1200 mm: 

• LockNLoad Universal Track Kit 800 mm (Part #8000360)
• LockNLoad Universal Track Kit 1000 mm (Part #8000361)

Installing tracks requires drilling into your vehicle and because the varied nature of the installs, 
we are unable to provide exact drilling instructions. The information in the following section 
should help with track placement. However, it is up to the installer to determine the exact 
location of track and roof rack placements on the vehicle.

Ensure RuggedLine Flat is 
installed onto a flat surface.

B. Installing to pre-fitted tracks
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Fitting Examples
RUGGEDLINE FLAT INSTALLS
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Ute fit - Spine fitted into track with Platform

Ute fit - Spine fitted into track with TRIM HD bars

Canopy fit  - Spine fitted into track with Platform
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